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Abstract. The losses of active power are directly proportional to the active power in square and the active 

resistance of the line, inversely proportional to the square of the product of the voltage and the power factor. The 

increase in voltage in the line is limited by the maximum permissible voltage value in accordance with the 

“Norms for the quality of electricity in general-purpose power supply systems”. Replacing the wires of the 

power line can be economically inexpedient, since a large part of them in Russia have a long duration. 

Obviously, it is possible to effectively reduce power losses by increasing the power factor. In this case, an 

increase in the power factor will lead to an increase in the voltage in the line. This additional effect is often 

necessary due to a significant loss of voltage as a result of electricity transmission. In Russia, it is considered that 

the compensation of reactive power in low voltage networks is inadvisable in view of the small transmitted 

power and the lack of reactive power consumers. In addition, there is no information on the flows of power and 

voltage values of low voltage networks, which complicates the task of effective compensation of reactive power. 

In this paper, we present a technique for determining the points of installation of compensating devices from the 

point of view of economic feasibility from the data of planned measurements of power flows and stress values. 

In the paper, phase-by-phase compensation of reactive power is proposed. The developed technique allows to 

achieve the best values of power factor and voltage deviation in points on the line. In this case, several variants 

of distribution of compensation devices on the line can be obtained. In this case, the user can choose the best 

option for setting the compensating devices in terms of economic and technical capabilities. 
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Introduction 

In Russia, at present, there is a high growth in construction of the private sector, while the load of 

household consumers increases. As a consequence, in the 0.4 kV electric networks, designed 

according to the consumption norms of the last century, there is deterioration in the values of the 

power factor, steady voltage deviation and other indicators of power quality. As a result of the above, 

the losses of electric power are sharply increased. In view of the considerable asymmetry of the load in 

such networks, this work proposes a phase-by-phase compensation of the reactive power directly on 

the line. For effective reactive power compensation (RPC) in 0.4 kV air networks, it is necessary to 

determine the installation points of compensating devices in terms of economic feasibility. At the 

same time, such important indicators as the power factor and voltage deviation at the point of 

connection of consumers will be significantly improved. 

The loss of electricity is directly related to the loss of active power for the transmission of 

electricity. These losses can be determined [1]: 
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where P, Q – active and reactive powers transmitted on the line;  

 U – line voltage; 

 R – equivalent line resistance (R = r L, r is the line resistivity, L is the line length); 

 cos φ – power factor; 

 tg φ – reactive power factor in the line.  

It follows from expression (1) that, if the transmitted power P and the voltage U in the line remain 

unchanged, the power losses will depend on the power factor and the length of the line L. In 2007, in 

the Russian Federation [2], the minimum reactive power factor for the connection points of the 

consumer to the electric network 10 (6)-0.4 kV was significantly toughened. It is established that cos 

φ = 0.944 (tg φ = 0.35) for a 0.4 kV network and cos φ = 0.93 (tg φ = 0.4) for a 6-20 kV network. 

In the transmission of electrical energy, there are additional voltage losses ∆U, which are 

particularly significant in rural distribution networks. When transmitting the power P and Q through 
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an element of the power supply system with active R and reactive resistance X, the voltage losses will 

be [3]: 

 
PR QX

U
U

+
∆ = . (2) 

where U – rated voltage of the network. 

Additional voltage losses increase the voltage deviation at the receiver terminals from the nominal 

value, when the loads and network modes change. This requires increasing the power, hence, the cost 

of voltage regulation. Thus, the transfer of reactive power from the current distributor is economically 

inexpedient. 

In European countries, the RPC is carried out in 0.4 kV air networks. In this case, compensation is 

made by global, group compensation or individual compensation, for example [4-5]. In Russia, only 

global compensation or individual compensation of industrial enterprises is realized. Compensation 

directly on the transmission line with the prevailing load of household consumers in the network is not 

made. In [6], a local RPС was proposed in 0.4 kV air networks, i.e. directly at the points of the power 

line, where necessary. In the same studies, the maximum power of the RPC devices was determined 

with their proposed distribution, which is 50 kVAr. Modern PRC devices of this power have small 

weight and size parameters, and with the corresponding case design they can be installed on the air 

line supports (masted method). The efficiency of compensation will depend on the selected points on 

the line for the installation of the compensating devices. Due to the lack of data on power flows and 

voltage values in the network, this task is currently not being solved in Russia. Therefore, in this 

paper, we propose an algorithm for determining the points of effective compensation, taking into 

account economic feasibility. Further, the authors of the work plan to create a software product based 

on the developed algorithm. In previous works, for example [6], studies of real air transmission lines 

of 0.4 kV were carried out according to the power quality indicators. Also, the dependences of the 

steady-state voltage deviation, the asymmetry coefficients for the forward, reverse and zero sequence 

and electric power losses on the power factor in real lines of 0.4 kV were investigated. Based on the 

results obtained, the algorithm proposed in this paper is developed. 

Methodology for determining the points of effective RPC 

When analyzing the data of planned measurements in low-voltage networks, the following results 

were obtained. The active and reactive phase powers transmitted along the line could have the same 

values. 

In a significant part of the lines studied, even in the middle of the line: the value of the power 

factor was less than the required minimum value; the value of the zero-sequence asymmetry 

coefficient exceeded the maximum permissible value. In the middle of the line, the value of the zero-

sequence asymmetry coefficient exceeded the normally acceptable value. In connection with the 

foregoing, in such networks, there are significant energy losses, and earlier wear of electrical 

equipment. 

Since the phase capacities in the same point of the line had significant differences, the calculation 

of the losses of active power must be carried out in phases. This can be done using expression (1), 

where all the quantities are phases, and carry out the summation over the phases: 
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where PAi, PBi, PCi – phase powers of the sections of the network; 

 RAi, RBi, RCi – equivalent phase conductors; 

 UAi, UBi, UCi – phase voltages of the network sections;  

 cos φAi, cos φBi, cos φCi – phase power coefficients of the sections. 

When calculating, it is necessary to take into account the actual values of the power factor and 

voltage in phases. The developed algorithm (Fig. 1) is based on the method of determining 

compensation points, which is described below. 
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Fig. 1. Algorithm for determining effective points of RPC  

First, the existing losses in the network are determined by planned or special measurements of the 

average phase values of the active power (during the maximum load period, at least a week), voltages 

New power values, power factor: cos φi = Pi / Si   

and stresses at the points on the line UUU ii ∆+=′  (see (4), (5)) 

Input of initial data for points of a line: 

PАi, cos φАi, UАi, PВi, cos φВi, UВi, PСi, cos φСi, UСi,  

Ri, XLi, i = 1.. n, n – number of points.  
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and the power factor according to the expression (3). Then the point on the line is determined, where 

the smallest value of the power factor is cos φmin. Further, the values of the phase reactive powers 

required for compensation before the value tan φ = 0.35 (cos φ = 0.944 [2]) are determined, for 

example, according to [1]: 

 ( )0.35
C i i

Q P tgϕ= − . (4) 

Also new values of voltages and capacities in each phase are determined after such compensation 

[1]: 
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where Q’i, S’i – calculated values of reactive and apparent power, respectively; 

 ∆Ui – increase in the values of phase voltages; 

 U’i – calculated values of phase voltages, after compensation. 

If, after compensation, the values of the phase voltages do not exceed the normal permissible 

values according to [7; 8], then the device should be installed at this point. The required capacitor 

capacitance values for each phase are determined from the expression [3]: 

 
2
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where C, QC and U – capacitance of the capacitor bank, the reactive power determined from (4), 

and the voltage of the corresponding phase ω is the angular frequency of the mains 

voltage. 

Further, the power losses after the installation of the RPM device according to (3) are determined. 

After that, anew is determined at which point on the line the power factor is minimum and the above 

algorithm is repeated. This algorithm is repeated until the power factor at all points on the line 

becomes greater than or equal to 0.944. If, as a result of the calculation the value of the phase voltages 

exceeds normal values, another point is determined, where the power factor also has a minimum value. 

Network diagram of 0.4 kV with supports is shown in Fig. 2 for explanation of power flows. 

Fig. 2. Network scheme 0.4 kV with supports, TS - transforming substation 

Conclusions 

In this work, a technique has been developed for determining the points of installation of PRC 

devices in the form of an algorithm for software. This technique will serve to reduce power losses and 

ensure the best values of voltages in the network. A distinctive feature of the proposed technique will 

be a step-by-step determination of the compensation points for the minimum value of the power factor 

taking into account changes in stress values due to compensation. At the same time, compensation is 

proposed to be carried out in phases. The authors plan to develop and create a model electric line of 

0.4 kV. Then the developed program will be tested and corrected on the model line. After the 

adjustment, the developed software will be tested in real 0.4 kV lines.  
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